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I NTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has accelerated pattern recognition for algorithm development. As a result, there
has been a rapid increase in the number of companies providing object recognition, biometrics, Optical
Character Recognition (OCR), and video analytics algorithms and an explosion in the number of
algorithm options for a wide range of AI-empowered capabilities. In the case of facial recognition, in 2017
just six algorithms were submitted for evaluation in the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s
(NIST) 1:1 Facial Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT), while 49 algorithms have been submitted by mid2022 alone.
NIST posts results to their website as soon as they are available, meaning FRVT rankings are constantly
in flux. A ranking is therefore only a snapshot in time of an algorithm’s performance relative to those of
other vendors. The primary criteria used to benchmark pattern recognition technologies, including
biometric algorithms, have been accuracy and speed, but in light of constantly shifting rankings, these two
criteria should not be the only factors considered when selecting a vendor.
While AI has accelerated progress in the field of biometric algorithm development, it has also created new
challenges for technology developers and end-user organizations to overcome. One challenge in
particular is algorithm bias due to the composition of the datasets used to train algorithms and the
conditions under which comparison images are acquired.
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In one survey,
36% of respondents reported that their businesses suffered from AI bias in at least one algorithm,
resulting in unequal treatment of users based on race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, or age. These
instances incurred a direct commercial impact: of those respondents, two-thirds reported that as a result
they lost revenue (62%), customers (61%), or employees (43%). And 35% incurred legal fees because of
lawsuits or legal action.” 1, 2

The impact of this bias on particular groups of users includes false matching to another person and denial
of access to services, and places an undue burden on the individual to overcome the obstacles they
encounter due to this gap in the AI-enabled technology. Recently, NIST published an initial draft of the AI
Risk Management Framework (RMF), which is intended for voluntary use in addressing risks in the
design, development, use, and evaluation of AI-based products, services, and systems. This is a great
step forward, providing guidance not only for technology providers, but also for end-user organizations
looking to acquire and deploy AI-based technology.
This paper introduces a qualification framework that
extends beyond technical considerations to assess
whether an identity and biometrics technology
company is pursuing excellence in development of its
AI-based algorithm. Algorithmic assessment
frameworks should take into account criteria other
than just False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False
Rejection Rate (FRR), because these criteria do not
adequately assess algorithm bias.

ALGORITHMIC EXCELLENCE
What is needed to overcome algorithmic bias is algorithmic excellence: the relentless pursuit of
advancing high-performing, fair, and robust algorithms. To achieve this, the technology provider
strives for optimum performance in six key areas, each addressing specific risks outlined in NIST’s AI
Risk Management Framework.
1. Algorithm transparency
Transparency regarding where and how an algorithm was tested is critical. The first thing that an entity
considering acquiring a biometric product or solution should ask is whether the algorithm used was
https://technative.io/how-do-we-keep-bias-out-of-ai-programmes/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/guardrail-failure-companies-are-losing-revenue-and-customers-due-to-aibias/
1
2
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tested by a trusted and recognized third party. This evaluator can be a government-funded
organization, a university group, or an independent testing laboratory that has experience in
benchmarking algorithms from a number of organizations, including NIST’s Information Technology
Laboratory, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate, and iBeta Lab.
The second aspect of transparency concerns direct comparability of results. While results of a test
conducted by an independent lab on the performance of one vendor’s algorithm alone provide a baseline,
such results are of limited value for comparison when other vendor algorithms are tested elsewhere on
different datasets. An evaluating entity presented with such test results should inquire whether the test
results are publicly available for side-by-side comparison with those of other vendors. While allowing a
vendor to produce its own interpretation or summary of third-party test results saves time, these short cuts
may not offer a complete view on the performance of the algorithm.
It is important that a prospective vendor reports on the performance of their algorithm when used on a
specific dataset. As NIST stated in its draft AI RMF, “Explainable systems can be more easily debugged
and monitored, and lend themselves to more thorough documentation, audit, and governance.”

2. Algorithm performance over time versus ranking at one point in time
There is no question that organizations should strive to use the highest performing AI-based technology
for a given application. The market is inundated with press releases issued by vendors touting their topranking achievements. It is certainly something worth celebrating to be ranked first on a technology
benchmark leaderboard like NIST FRVT. However, media statements of this nature are causing market
confusion about who is, in fact, a reliable high-performer that can be trusted for a biometric project.
The main issue with snapshot evaluations is that they do not reflect a vendor’s ability to sustain on-going
research or to make improvements to their algorithm over time. While AI allows rapid initial algorithm
development, a vendor should also have a track record of continuously improving their algorithm over
time – or risk quickly falling behind other vendors. Moreover, selecting a vendor with a track record of
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continuous improvement ensures that end-users will be able to take advantage of any subsequent
improvements during a technology refresh. As NIST advised in their FRVT Part 7 Report for Paperless
Travel and Immigration: “Given the pace of developments associated with the industrial migration to
various convolutional neural networks, it is incumbent on end-users to establish contractual provisions for
technology refreshment, factoring in such quantities as speed, scalability, stability, and cost.”
3. Algorithm performance across multiple tests
Any AI-empowered biometric or identity system is the sum of various elements that each play a critical
role in the overall performance of the system. Therefore, it is essential that an algorithm provider is not
selected based on one type of performance alone, but should be asked to present their benchmark
results from testing on multiple datasets and scenarios.
A vendor may have achieved top tier accuracy in 1:1 verification on a certain type of data, but may not
have submitted its algorithm for other types of tests such as 1:N matching, liveness detection, morphing
detection, or feature segmentation. To avoid bias, it is also important that the algorithm has been tested
on datasets with significant demographic variation. To avoid limited applicability, you can request results
of tests performed over a period of at least three years, across multiple types of tests and different
datasets.
4. Experience and Robustness in the Field
Best-in-class technology should work for all people and in all conditions. This is the essence of the
inclusive design principle. To demonstrate algorithmic excellence, a product or solution should perform
equally well across all user population groups in a given use case. Like inclusive UX design, which
addresses usability and accessibility topics for heterogeneous user populations, vendors can only make
impactful improvements to algorithm performance by evaluating results from deployed programs that
include real world populations.
To demonstrate the field-readiness
and robustness of their algorithm,
product, or solution, vendors should
also be evaluated on their experience
with supporting operational
deployments of their technology. To
effectively support the iterative
improvement process based on
lessons learned in overcoming the
challenges of real-world
deployments, an algorithm provider must have processes in place that enable technology updates based
on data collected in the field. Vendors should be evaluated on the efficiency and reliability of their process
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for productizing the algorithms produced in the R&D lab environment. Whereas third-party benchmark
tests provide transparency regarding algorithm performance, it is important to understand how long it will
take for an algorithm developer to productize and operationalize a lab-tested algorithm to work for realworld use cases.
5. Security and Privacy
Security is the cornerstone of trustworthiness.
Solutions that leverage AI-based algorithms
often deal with sensitive personal data.
Therefore, it is important that AI algorithm
providers understand the importance of
data and system security, and it is
important to ask how an AI algorithm
technology provider has considered
security and privacy in developing their
solution. The use of artificial intelligence for
biometrics applications entails various legal, privacy and policy considerations, mostly involving different
regulatory frameworks of data-protection law. The better an algorithm technology provider understands
the security and privacy/regulatory compliance requirements of the customer use case, the higher the
likelihood that the solution will be implemented successfully.
6. Commitment to developing fair and ethical technology
Defining standards and performance measures for fairness is challenging and complex, as perceptions of
fairness can differ from one use case to another. Typically, algorithm fairness translates into the accuracy
of a given algorithm across different demographic groups. It cannot be achieved without intentional effort
to mitigate systemic AI bias during model development. Algorithm bias can exclude vulnerable
populations from accessing essential services and can cause further social marginalization of these
populations. It can also continue to undermine trust and user adoption of AI-enabled solutions. The recent
wave of legislation banning the use of facial recognition systems in a dozen U.S. states and municipalities
is a perfect example of how bias in some algorithms can cause industry-wide setbacks in its responsible
use.
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CONCLUSION
While algorithm accuracy and algorithm
fairness are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, organizations should now
begin to take into account algorithm
fairness in addition to accuracy. It is
incumbent upon organizations to
understand how AI algorithms perform
across various demographic groups to
ensure that the deployed solution will not
be biased against specific groups of
users. Otherwise, the principle of
inclusion by design can be undermined and the public’s negative perceptions will only be perpetuated.
In addition, both developers and end users have a responsibility to deploy technology that is based on
lawfully and ethically obtained training data and to minimize any negative effects that could result from
cross-demographic variability in technology performance though proper qualification and configuration
of the technology. Organizations should expect AI vendors to have a comprehensive understanding of
policies and procedures that address the human impacts of the technology solution. AI providers should
also demonstrate their commitment to being ethical technology providers by actively engaging with
associations that develop privacy enhancing policies, advocate for ethical use, and share industry best
practices related to deployment consistent with these principles.
Leveraging these key evaluation criteria for identification and biometric algorithm providers enables
organizations to take a proactive role in mitigating the societal harm caused by bias in AI technologies.
When they prioritize transparency, security, privacy, inclusivity, fairness, and ethics, organizations can
make a positive and direct impact on the market and on competitive conditions in the AI industry. A
modern, multi-dimensional approach to evaluating vendors will enable organizations to fully assess the
value offered by identity and biometric algorithm providers, and using the six evaluation criteria above will
support the selection of algorithm vendors who offer both well-documented accuracy and inspire
confidence in the technology because it has been ethically designed.
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